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A Real Time Implementation on FPGA of
Moving Objects Detection and Classification
K. Sehairi, C. Benbouchama, and F. Chouireb

CPU. There exist many architectural approaches to this
challenge: 1) Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC),
2) Parallel Computing, 3) GPUs, 4) DSPs, 5)FPGAs. Evolving
high density FPGA architectures such as those with embedded
DSP multipliers, memory blocks and high I/O (input/ output)
pin count make FPGAs an ideal solution in video processing
applications [3].
In our implementation, the detection of objects in motion is
based on image segmentation, carried out by calculating the
differential image of two consecutive frames [2][3][7][15]. In
order to detect the object in motion, the flow of data acquired
from camera will be split in two parallel sub-blocks; the first
one will be converted from YCbCr to gray-scale and will be
used to feed the analysis block. The second sub-block will be
converted from YCbCr to RGB and merged with the result of
the analysis sub-block. The video has a resolution of 720x576
and the object in motion will be presented in a bounding box
around it. For this implementation, we should respect two main
constraints: the real time processing and the resources of the
targeted FPGA. In addition to that, we were interested in
developing a Graphical User Interface in order to send the bitfile that configures our FPGA, erases it or changes a parameter
in filter, like the threshold parameter. This helps non initiate
users to use the program without the necessity to know the
hardware architecture and the IDE.

Abstract— This paper proposes real time implementation on
FPGA for moving objects detection and classification using HandelC language; the results are shown in RGB video format. In the first
part of our work, we propose a GUI interface programmed using the
Visual C++ that facilitates the implementation for non-initiate users;
from this GUI, the user can program/erase the FPGA or change filters
or threshold parameters. The second part of this work details the
hardware implementation of real-time motion detection algorithm on
a FPGA including the capture, processing and display stages using
DK IDE. The third part details the algorithm used to classify the
moving objects into humans, vehicles and clutter. The targeted circuit
was an XC2v1000FPGA embedded on the Agility RC200E board. A
PixelStream-based implementation has been successfully performed
and completed with a test validation on real-time motion detection
and classification.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Detection of moving objects in video streams is known to be
a significant and difficult research problem [1].There are many
methods dealing with this problem, temporal difference
[2][3][4][5][6][7], background subtraction [8][9][10][11] and
optical flow[12][13] . After successfully detecting the moving
objects, the problem of identification and classification of
these objects follows automatically. There are two main
categories of approaches towards moving object classification:
Shape-based identification and Motion-based classification
[14].
Showing the results of moving object detection in RGB will
greatly improve the performance of object recognition,
classification, identification and motion analysis and will help
significantly the operators to make decisions. However, the
computational complexity and the huge information for video
involved in object detection and segmentation makes it
difficult to achieve real-time performance on a general purpose

II. RELATED WORKS
Many methods and techniques for motion detection have
already been proposed, in [16] they have been classified in
three large categories: Background subtraction, temporal
difference, optical flow. K.Ratnayake and A.Aishy [3]
developed an algorithm for object segmentation and
implemented it in Xilinx XC2VP20 using VHDL; they used
frame difference algorithm with a spatio-temporal threshold,
the design ran at 133Mpixel/s. In another work presented by
M.Gorgon, P.Pawlik et al. [8], the authors used the method of
Sum of Absolute Differences to detect vehicles for road traffic,
the language used was the Handel-C with the PixelStream
library of DK Agility, the implementation was done on RC300
board fitted with an FPGA VirtexIIV6000. The results showed
that this implementation process 25 standard PAL images in
gray scale with resolution of 576x768 in every second, the
number of CLBs used is 11%, 5% block RAMs, and 32% of
I/O blocks.
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Another work presented by Wen [4], in which he developed
an algorithm to detect and track human motion using the frame
difference method with an adaptive threshold, whose
parameter was calculated from the difference of smoothed
image by Gaussian filter and the original image, the algorithm
showed a good result in detecting motion but errors still
appeared due to change of brightness or shadow problem. A
recent work on frame difference method presented by Wei et
al. [7], in which they propose improving this algorithm by
using a new method described in four steps: firstly, an absolute
differential image is calculated from two consecutive gray
frames in image sequences. Secondly, the absolute differential
image is filtered by low-pass filter, and translated into binary
image. Thirdly, a number of binary images are calculated by
some gray images in the image sequences. Finally, motion
object region is extracted by arithmetic operations of pixels
from binary images mentioned above. This work was not
implemented on FPGA, but the result of this algorithm shows
that the moving object can be detected precisely. Similarly,
Widwayan et al. [17] work on motion detection by combining
the frame difference method and Dynamic adaptive template
matching in order to increase the accuracy; the image was
captured every second from an IP camera and with a resolution
of 256x192.The results show that the algorithm provides
detection accuracy of 95,5%.
Menezes and Silva-Filho [2] implemented on FPGA the
method of background subtraction using a new motion
detection architecture ; the goal was the comparison between a
software implementation (on an Intel Celeron 2.66Ghz) and a
hardware implementation on FPGA SpartanII; the resolution
of the video was 126x76, the results showed that the hardware
implementation was 7.5 times faster than a software
implementation. In [9] L. Ovsenik et al. designed a system of
video surveillance in which they used the background
subtraction as a first step to detect motion and then track and
identify the subject in motion using optical correlator (based
on comparing two signals by utilizing the Fourier transforming
properties of a lens), the results were applied on detecting an
abandoned luggage.
Also, in the classification stage, different descriptions of
shape information of motion regions such as representations of
point, box, silhouette and blob are available for classifying
moving objects [14]. For example, Lipton et al. [6] used the
dispersedness and area of image blob as classification metrics
to classify all moving object blobs into humans, vehicles and
clutter. Another work by Ekinci et al. [18] also used silhouettebased shape representation to distinguish humans from other
moving objects and also to recognize the action using
skeletonization method. A similar work for pedestrian
detection was done by Janta et al. [19] , in which they used the
log-gabor filter to extract features and the support vector
machines (SVMs) to recognize the pedestrian.
In motion-based identification, we are more interested in
detecting the periodic motion of non-rigid human articulated,
for example the work presented by Ran et al.[20] in which the
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authors examine the periodic motion of gait to classify the
pedestrian and track it.
For the graphical user interface (GUI), a similar work is
done by E.Kobzili et al.[21] in which they used this design for
an FPGA implementation of several types of edge detection;
the targeted circuit was an FPGA VirtexII embedded on the
RC200 board.
III. THE SOFTWARE-HARDWARE MIXED DESIGN
To make our implementation more flexible, we use the
software-hardware platform approach; it simplifies the use of
the hardware side and also simplifies the change of data
between the soft and the hard, especially for image processing
applications that need many parameters to be changed for
example the parameters of convolution filter. In our
conception, we used the Handel-C language for the hardware
part; Handel-C is a behavioral oriented programming language
for FPGA HW synthesis and it is adapted to the co-design
concept [21].
The software side was developed using the VisualC++
language. After generating the bit file using the Agility DK
[22]; we will use the software interface which we have
developed to charge this bit file via the parallel port (with a
frequency of 50Mhz) on the RC200E board to configure the
FPGA. The algorithm parameters will be transferred using this
port with the same frequency with 8 bits data length. For the
user, these operations are hidden and the graphical user
interface allows him to configure or erase the FPGA and to
change the algorithm parameters, as an example in our case,
we can change the threshold value according to the brightness
of the scene.
IV. OUTLINE OF THE ALGORITHM
A. PixelStrams library [23]
Before we detail and explain our algorithm and the method
used to achieve our goals, we should speak about the tools
used for this implementation. We used the RC200E board
fitted with an FPGA XC2V1000 [24], this board has multiple
video input such as (S-video, Cameran video and composite
video) and video output (VGA, Svideo, composite video) and
two ZBT SRAM with a 2Mb capacity. The language used is
Handel-C [25], and the Integrated Development Environment
is DK5 of Agility, and this environment is equipped with
different platform development kits (PDK) that contain the
Pixel Stream.
Pixel Stream is a library used to develop a system for image
and video processing. It comes with many blocks, named
filters, which can make a primary video processing like
acquisition, streams conversion and filtering. The user has to
associate these blocks carefully indicating the type of the
stream (Pixel type, coordinates type, synchronization type).
Then he can generate the algorithm in Handel-C, and then he
has to add or modify the blocks to program his method and he
must finally merge the results. It is worth mentioning that these
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blocks are parameterizable. That means we can modify the
parameters of image processing, for example the size of the
acquired image or the parameter of threshold and these blocks
are fully optimized and parallelized. Fig. 1 shows the GUI of
Pixel Stream.

Fig. 1 PixelStream GUI

As mentioned in the introduction, the flow of data will be
split in two parallel sub-blocks: an analysis sub-block and a
display sub-block. Fig. 2 shows a basic block diagram
outlining the algorithmic structure of the object detection
process of the system already developed.
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scale level. But in this case we will increase the number of
multiplications to convert the stream from YCbCr to RGB then
from RGB to gray-scale level. This conversion can be done by
different methods and all these methods use the division
operation, which will be avoided especially in FPGA
applications. In the average method, we have to divide the sum
of three RGB components by three, the lightness method
divide the difference between max and min of the three
components for each pixel by two and the luminosity method
implies taking 30% of the red component plus 60% of the
green component and 10% of the third component [ ] (Fig. 3a).
In the second case, if we choose the conversion after
splitting, we have to convert the stream in every sub-block
(Fig. 3-b). In the display block we convert the stream from
YCbCr to RGB and in the analysis block we convert it from
YCbCr to gray-scale. In this conversion, we just take the
component Y because it represents the Gray-scale level in the
YCbCr format. So we see clearly that we use less resource by
avoiding many multiplication operations or division (to
convert RGB to gray Scale, case one). Moreover, we are
obliged to do approximations in the conversion from YCbCr to
RGB, and this conversion is not suitable for the analysis block,
that needs all the information captured from the camera. So we
choose to let the conversion after split in every branch of subblocks. Fig. 3 shows the possible ways to do the conversion;
the preferred one is the one presented at the bottom of this
figure.

Fig. 2 Object detection process algorithmic basic block diagram

The object detection process can be broken down into the
following stages:
B. Image acquisition and splitting
The images acquired from the RC200E board camera, fitted
with a Philips SAA7113H video input processor, are in YCbCr
color format. These images will be split using the Pixel Stream
library of Agility DK, into 2 streams that feed our two subblocks. In the display block, we convert the stream from
YCbCr to RGB to be able to display it in VGA screen. In the
analysis block, we convert the second stream to Gray-scale
level to reduce the amount of data analyzed, this will help us to
reach the real time constraint and reduce clearly the resource
consumed of the FPGA.
There are two ways to do the conversion, either before or
after split. If we choose the conversion before split, we have to
convert the stream from YCbCr to RGB (such conversion is
lossy and should be avoided wherever possible [17]), after that
in the analysis block we convert the stream from RGB to gray
ISSN: 1998-4464

Fig. 3 Possible ways to do the conversion, (a) before splitting, (b)
after splitting

C. Analysis block
1. Temporal difference
Temporal difference is a simple method to extract moving
objects. It presents an advantage in dynamic environments
(example: sun rise). The technique is simple, it consists of
saving the first image acquired in frame-buffer It-1(x, y) and
acquiring a second frame It(x, y). This second frame will
activate the delay cell to diffuse the image stored in the frame
buffer according to the coordinate of the pixel. Then the two
streams will be synchronized and subtracted (Eq.1). Fig. 4
162
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shows the delay cell and difference diagram.

dI (x , y )
I t (x , y ) − I t −1 (x , y )
∆I t ,t −1 (x , y ) =
ζ (x , y ) = =
dt
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between the min and the max in each image axis and shift right
one bit to produce the division by two, to which we add the
min value (Table II).

(1)

Table II. Handel-C program to calculate the COG
if (Value ==255) {
par{N+=1; sumX+= Coord.X;sumY+= Coord.Y;}
}
else{delay;}
then
xg=sumX/N;
yg=sumY/N;
The MaxX, minx, MaxY, miny has been already
calculated.
xg=minx+(MaxX-minx>>1)
yg=miny+(MaxY-miny>>1)

Fig. 4 The delay cell and difference diagram

After that, to get the region of changes, the difference image
is thresholded to remove the small changes of luminosity
between the two instants (Eq.2).

0
Ψ(x,y)= 
1

if ζ(x,y)<Th
otherwise

Once coordinates of the center of gravity are obtained, we
copy the values to specific block in the display sub-block
where we can plot a rectangle around the detected object.
Finally we reset the values of min and max in the two axes.

(2)

Fig. 5 shows the result of a temporal difference in our scene
obtained using Matlab to visualize the result. We see clearly
that the temporal difference gives a non-closed edge of the
mobile object. If we search the max and the min along the X
and Y axes, we can easily obtain the points to make a
bounding box on the object in motion.

We should also mention that by a frame buffer we mean the
external SRAM in our board RC200E. We have not used the
blockRAMs of our FPGA because their capacity is 720Kbits,
and this amount lets us deal with an RGB image with a
resolution of only 240*128.
2. Block of analysis and statistics
When we get the region of changes from the thresholded
difference image, we search in this block the minimum and the
maximum along X and Y image axes. Table I shows the code
for calculating the Min and Max in Handel-C to give an idea
and comparison with the standard C language. In this code, we
have used the parallelism instruction (par{}) to calculate these
values in one cycle.
Table I. Handel-C program to calculate the Min and Max along the
axes X and Y
unsigned Minx, Miny, Maxx, Maxy;
Minx=720;Miny=576;Maxx=0;Maxy=0;
If (Value==255) {
par{
Minx=((unsigned 16)xx<= Minx0)?((unsigned 16)xx):Minx;
Miny=((unsigned 16)yy<= Miny0)?((unsigned 16)yy):Miny;
Maxx=((unsigned 16)xx>= Maxx1)?((unsigned 16)xx):Maxx;
Maxy=((unsigned 16)yy>= Maxy1)?((unsigned 16)yy):Maxy;
}
}
else {delay;}
Copy the values
Reset all the values

Fig. 5 Temporal difference and the Min and Max in X and Y axis

D. Display block
As stated above, the stream in the display block is converted
to RGB. Next we store the image in Frame buffer and wait for
the block of analysis to deliver the coordinate of the center of
gravity or the four points of the rectangle calculated from the
min and max along the two axes X and Y. These points serve
us as an input to the block that draws the rectangle.
Using the PxsCursor and PxsConsole we can add a cursor in
the center of gravity of the object and add a warning text like
"Warning there is motion". For two objects we use two blocks
to draw a rectangle around each object. Finally we can copy

It is better to apply a filter before calculating these values to
remove the noise; we generally use a median filter or a
morphological filter.
To find the center of gravity (COG), we calculate the sum of
non-zero pixels coordinates along X and Y axes, and divide
this sum by its number. To avoid division we can easily
approximate the COG of the object by calculating the COG of
the surrounding box, and for that we take the difference
ISSN: 1998-4464
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stream to VGA output to visualize in a screen. Fig. 6 shows all
the diagram of motion detection in RGB.

Volume 9, 2015

For each moving object, we will compute the height/width
ratio, if this ratio is superior than 1.1, the moving object is a
human being, else we will test the ratio again, if this ratio is
less than 0.7 the moving object is a vehicle, else it represents
another thing.
The ratios to specify each class are obtained after testing
many scenes; figure (12) and (13) show the ratio changes for
pedestrian and vehicle respectively for a scene of 50 images, in
which, we see that the ratio (height/width) does not fall below
1.1 in case of pedestrian and does not exceed 0.7 for vehicle.
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V. OBJECT CLASSIFICATION
Moving regions detected in video may correspond to
different objects in real-world such as pedestrians, vehicles,
clutter, etc. It is very important to recognize the type of a
detected object in order to track it reliably and analyze its
activities. In our case, the technique we used is based on basic
recognition and classification method, the criteria height/width
ratio. This method is simple but needs the result of detection to
be well segmented. After segmentation, we compute both the
width and the height of each detected object, from this ratio we
can even specify this moving object whether it is pedestrian or
vehicle or other. Figure (11) summarizes the method used for
classifying objects.

For implementation of this algorithm, we have already
calculated the Min and Max along the X and Y image
axis in the analysis sub-block. Using these values, we
calculate the Width and the Height for each moving
objects. Also to avoid the division we have replaced the
condition to detect human beings ( Height /W idth ) > 1.1
by

the

detecting

(10.Height

condition

vehicles

(10.Height > 7.W idth ) .

the

> 11.W idth ) ,

the

condition

same

for

becomes

VI. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
5B

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm to work in real time and do the detection
in RGB with minimum resources consumed.
Fig. 7 shows the graphical user interface (GUI) that
represents the mixed Software/Hardware tool.

Fig.11.Classification flowchart
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Fig. 9 Motion detection in RGB for two objects.

Figure 10 shows the results of moving object identification
divided in three scenes, (a) human identification, (b) car
identification and (c) multiple objects identification. The
warning text below was done using PxsConsole filter of
PixelStream. All the results were filmed using another camera
in front of the screen, that’s why we can see some blur in our
results.

Fig. 7 The graphical user interface

Fig. 8 illustrates the results of our algorithm in scenes,
captured from the video result, where a person walks around.
The result shows that the person is well detected.

Fig. 8 Motion detection in RGB for one object.

Fig. 9 shows the results for two objects in motion, a warning
text displayed when we have motion, and the gravity center
coordinates of each object in motion. We can see that the two
persons are well detected but when the two objects get closer,
the occlusion problem appears and the algorithm considers
them as one object.

(a)
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Table III. Implementation results

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a simple method for the motion
detection and identification in RGB for real time surveillance
application using Handel-C language. Our program was just
about 300 lines which proves the ease and rapidity of the
Handel-C language, the DK integrated development
environment and its libraries on reducing the time of
development. In our work we used the most important
characteristics in FPGA; parallelism in data and design and
computing. Using two parallel sub-blocks helps us to reach the
constraints of real time and visualize the detection in RGB;
that is more efficient for recognizing the object in motion,
unlike other methods that give the result of detection in binary
image. For non-initiate users in programming FPGA, the
interface is a perfect tool to implement FPGA and it helps the
user to change the threshold parameter according to the
brightness of the scene.
We have obtained satisfying results, but in the case of two
objects the problem of occlusion appears, this is the major
problem in all video surveillance applications. In addition, the
method based on frame difference is limited; the accuracy of
detection changes according to the scene: in indoor areas, the
accuracy is better than in outdoor areas due to the complexity
of the latter such as the change of luminance, slight motion,
and tree branch movement. For future work, we will
implement another motion detection algorithm that can operate
in complex scenes, and try to recognize these movements and
gestures using learning methods.

(b)

(c)
Fig. 10 Classification of detected objects

The resources used for detection and classification of
moving objects are demonstrated in table III. This latter shows
also the maximal frequency for this implementation. We see
clearly that the two major constraints, the technological limits
and the real-time aspect (40 ms/image), are respected. This
algorithm can treat 70 MPixels per second, it can treat
approximately ~170images/s for video size of 720x576 (and it
is very far greater than time constraints 25images/s).
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